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地址 Wheaton Brasil Vidros LTDA 
Av. Álvaro Guimarães, 2502 – Bl. C 
09810-010, São Bernardo do Campo - SP

国家 巴西

产品/机械
Wheaton Brasil Vidros is the country’s leader in the Perfume & Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical segments, and is one of the five largest installations in
the world dealing with perfumes, cosmetics and pharmaceutical products, always ahead of time, innovating in concept, technology, service and design.

 

Feeder Mechanisms

144 improved / expanded feeder mechs. with 360° differential, 7 inches or 8 inches tubes and 81 spouts.
503 feeder mechanisms for 7 inches, 8 inches and 10 inches tubes

I.S. Machines
I.S. 1 thru 8 mechanical or eletronic timed machines, 4 1/4 inches and 5 inches c.d.

Eletronic Systems
Integrated Eletronic timing, driving and push-out systems for up to 08 section machines.

Eletronic Pushers
Eletronic pushers with programmable forward and step back curves.

Lehr Loaders
For up to 3,00 meters wide Lehrs, dual speed.

Delivery Systems
For single, double, triple and quad operation.

Variable Equipment
S.G., D.G. 4 1/4 inches and 5 inches, T.G. 2 1/8 inches and 2 7/8 inches, Q.G. 2 1/8 inches variable equipment.

Moulds for glass containers
Glass container moulds for S.G., D.G., T.G. and Q.G. operation for cosmectic, pharmaceutical, foods and beverage and tableware

Hot and cold end handling 
        
          Silent chain conveyours and cross conveyours
          Single lines in stainless steel, carbon stell, mary-go-round
           reversible acummulating tables.
Visual Inspection Machine

Inspection machine for functional and visual defects with four cameras.

Shrink Packing Machine
Fully automatic packer by thermo shrinkable plastic film. Injection Blow Machine / Moulds for plastic
"Injection-Blow" process machine for plastic containers.
"Injection-Blow" process molds for plastic containers

Company Profile of Wheaton Brasil Vidros LTDA

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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际性的玻璃工业门户－OGIS GmbH
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